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BOX WITH FIVE PANEL ENDS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to an improvement in boxes 
and, more particularly, to a box having ends formed of 
five panels, which construction provides a box with ex 
ceptional strength for the packaging of heavy products 
and for continued reuse. This box can be formed from 
a one-piece blank of generally rectangular shape. Such 
construction affords a box which is less expensive to 
make and assemble. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to provide a box with 
five panel ends for added strength. 

It is a further object to provide a box with five panel 
ends which can be formed of a one-piece blank of gen 
erally rectangular shape. 

It is a further object to provide a blank which is sim 
ple and economical to manufacture, can easily be set 
up into a box with ?ve panel ends, which is efficientv 
and well suited for its intended purpose. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
from the following description which is to be taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a blank showing the score 

lines, cuts and slots which de?ne the various parts of 
the box of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top view of the wire rim for reinforcing the 

top edge of the box; . ' 
FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 are perspective views of the blank 

of FIG. 1 in the various stages of setting up the blank 
into a box; 
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the blank of FIG. 1 

completely set up ready for use; 
FIG. 7 is a perspective partial view of the end of the . 

box of FIG. 6 showing the five panels at the end of the 
box; . 
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view along the line 8-8 of 

FIG. 7; and 
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view along the line 9-9 of 

FIG. 7. ‘ 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawings there is shown in FIG. 1 a 
?at generally rectangular blank 10 of sheet material, 
such as corrugated board, fibre board or the like, of a 
weight suitable for the type of carton to be constructed. 
The blank 10 has been cut and scored and consists of 
outer bottom panel 11, outer side panels 12, inner side 
panels 13, inner bottom half panels 14, outer end pan 

‘ els 15, inner end panels 16, intermediate side partial 
panels 17, intermediate end panels 18, and intermedi 
ate end half panels 19. The outer bottom panel 11, the 
outer side panels 12, the inner side panels 13 and the 
inner bottom half panels 14 are interconnected along 
generally parallel score lines respectively 20, 21 and 
22. The outer end panels 15 and the end half panels 19 
are connected respectively to the bottom panel 11 and 
the outer side panels 12 along generally parallel score 
lines 23. Intermediate side panels 18 are connected to 
the intermediate end half panels 19 along score lines 
24. The outer end panels 15 and the inner end panels 
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2 
16 are connected along score lines 25. The intermedi 
ate side partial panels 17 are connected to the inner 
end panels I6 along score lines 25a. 
The bottom panels 11 and 14 may be provided with 

ventilation holes 26 which are positioned to match 
when the blank is folded into a box and the inner bot 
tom half panels 14 overlie the outer bottom panel 11. 
The various end panels l5, l6, l8 and 19 may be pro- , 
vided with handholes 27 or half handholes 27a which 
are positioned to match when the blank is folded into 
a box and the said panels are superimposed, thus con 
stituting a single handhole at each end of the setup box. 
The inner bottom half panels 14 may also be provided 
with a thumb hole 28 which will permit gripping the 
panels for knocking the box down, if necessary for ship 
ment in ?at form. 
The corners of the various panels may be provided 

with circular cutouts 29 which will appear as cutouts in 
the bottom and top corners of the setup box. This per 
mits insertion of a metal reinforcing member 30 (FIG. 
2) in the upper rim of the box when the panels are 
folded in place. It also facilitates the folding and setting 
up of the box. Extending outwardly from the ends of 
the score line 23 are slots 31 which separate the panels 
13 and 18. Likewise the slots 32 at the ends of the score 
lines 20 separate the panels 15 and 19. 
FIGS. 3 through 6 illustrate how the blank can be set 

up into a box without the necessity of any stitching, 
tape or tools. The panels 12 hinged to the outer bottom 
panel 11 are erected to a generally upright position. 
The intermediate end panels 18 are folded 180° to lie 
?at against the intermediate end half panels 19 with the 
panel 18 on one side being folded inwardly and the op 
posite panel 18 on the other side being folded out 
wardly (FIG. 3). The four panels 18 and 19 are then su 
perimposed so that the end of one panel 18 butts the 
end of the other panel 18 at approximately the center 

. of the end. Panels 15 are raised to an upright position 
to lie against one of the panels 18 after which panel 16 
is folded 180° over the end to lie against the inner faces 
of the other panel 18. This brings the intennediate side 
partial panels 17 against the inner faces of the outer 
side- panels 12 (FIG. 4). Panels 13 are then folded 
downwardly to lie against the inner faces of the panels 
12 and 17 on each side (FIG. 5), which brings the inner 

' bottom half panels 14 flush against the bottom panel I l 
'with the long edges of the panels 14 butting against 
each other along the middle of the vbottom (FIG. 6). It 
will be seen that the various handhole cutouts match to 
provide a handhole at each end of the box. FIGS. v7, 8 
and 9 illustrate the positions of the various panels in the 
,ends of the setup box. 

When the metal reinforcing member 30 is to be in 
cluded in the box to strengthen the rim of the box, such 
member isinserted before the inner panels are folded 
over the ends and sides. 
Thus among others, the several aforenoted objects 

and advantages are most effectively attained. Although 
a somewhat preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been disclosed and described in detail herein, it should 
be understood that this invention is in no sense limited 
thereby and its scope is to be determined by that of the 
appended claims. 
Having thus described the invention, what is claimed 

is: ~ 

1. A four sided box formed from a generally rectan 
gular blank of sheet material cut, scored and folded 
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into said box having a bottom, two opposite side walls 
and two opposite end walls; each end wall comprising 
an outer end panel hinged to the bottom, an inner end 
panel hinged to the top of the outer end panel, a first 
intermediate end partial panel hinged to a side edge of 
one of the side walls, a ?rst intermediate full panel 
hinged to the top of the first intermediate end partial 
panel and folded outwardly to lie ?at against the outer 
face of the said ?rst partial panel, a second intermedi 
ate end partial panel hinged to the opposite side edge 
of the other of the side walls, and a second intermediate 
full panel hinged to the top of the second intermediate 
end partial panel and folded inwardly to lie flat against 
the inner face of the said second partial panel, the sum 
of the widths of the said partial panels not exceeding 
the width of the end wall, said intermediate panels 
being positioned between the inner and outer end pan 
els, the said panels of each end wall being cut out to 
provide a handhole for carrying the box; each side wall 
comprising an outer side panel hinged to the bottom, 
an inner side panel hinged to the top of the said outer 
side panel, and side partial panels each hinged to the 
side edge of an inner end panel, the inner and outer 
side panels being superimposed with the side partial 
panels positioned therebetween; the bottom compris 
ing inner bottom partial panels hinged to the bottom 
edges of the opposite inner side panels, the sum of the 
widths of the said inner bottom partial panels being ap 
proximately equal to the width of the bottom, whereby 
the said inner bottom partial panels will butt along their 
facing edges. 

2. A blank made from a generally rectangular sheet 
adapted for folding into a four sided box having a bot 
tom, two opposite side walls and two opposite end walls 
comprising generally parallel horizontal and vertical 
score lines de?ning the bottom and two opposite outer 
side panels hinged to the bottom and adapted to form 
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4 
the opposite side walls, outer end panels hinged to the 
ends of the bottom along the said vertical score lines, 
inner end panels hinged to the said outer end panels 
along score lines parallel to the said vertical score lines, 
intermediate end partial panels hinged to the side walls 
along the said vertical score lines, the sum of the widths 
of the said partial panels from the said vertical score 
lines at each end not exceeding the width of the said 
end, and intermediate end full panels hinged to the in 
termediate end full panels hinged to the intermediate 
end partial panels along score lines which are normal 
to the said vertical score lines and opposite the outer 
end panels, whereby the said blank can be set up to 
form a box having the said end walls formed of five su 
perimposed panels with the intermediate panels inter 
posed between the inner and outer end panels. 

3. The blank of claim 2 in which an inner side panel 
is hinged to each outer side panel along a score line 
generally parallel to the score line connecting the outer 
side panel to the bottom, whereby the inner and outer 
side panels can be superimposed in the setup box to 
form the said opposite side walls. 

4. The blank of claim 3 in which an inner bottom par 
tial panel is hinged to each inner side panel along a 
score line generally parallel to the score line connect 
ing the inner and outer side panels, the sum of the 
widths of the said inner bottom partial panels being ap 
proximately equal to the width of the bottom, whereby 
the said inner bottom partial panels will butt along their 
facing edges in the setup box. 

5. The blank of claim 3 in which side partial panels 
are hinged to the side edges of an inner end panel 
whereby the said side partial panels can be interposed 
between the said inner and outer side panels in the 
setup box. 

* * =0: * * 


